1. Introduction. Let 5 be a compact topological (Hausdorff) semigroup. Consider any probability measure v regular on 5. Some of the limit properties of the average of the convolution sequence (1) -¿ r<» = Vn n ,_i were discussed in [5] . Let 2l(v) be the support (or spectrum) of v.
One can just as well take 5 as the closure of U" (2(j'))n = 5(i') since all the convolutions pW are concentrated on S(v). It was shown that limnj.00yB=/x exists in the sense that limn-.K ffdvn= ffdu for every continuous f on 5. Further, /z is regular with support the kernel K (minimal two-sided ideal) of S(v) and is idempotent, that is, (2) U™ = u.
In [5] where Cb is the characteristic function of the set B and vXu is the product measure generated by v, fi on SXS. This is not valid for all compact Hausdorff semigroups since Ab = {(v, u)\vuEB} may not be in the product Borel field (B(5) X« (5) 
which we shall call the convolution v * p of v, p. With this definition of the convolution v * p, the proofs of the results cited in [5] can be simply modified so as to hold for the case of a general compact Hausdorff semigroup 5. Kernel semigroups K are rather special semigroups and are often referred to as completely simple semigroups [ó] . Every compact completely simple semigroup can be represented as the product space TXXX F of a compact topological group T and compact Hausdorff spaces X, Y where the multiplication of two elements s = (t, x, y), s' = (t', x', y') is given by (3) ss' = (/, x, y) (t\ x', y') = (td>(x, y')t', x', y)
with <t> a continuous function on the product space XX Y into T [ó]. We can therefore identify K with such a space TXXXY and the corresponding <b function.
In [5] it was shown that every idempotent measure p on a finite completely simple semigroup K with support the whole semigroup is a ß measure, that is, p is a product measure ß=XXaXß where x is the normed Haar measure (x(T) -1) of the finite group T and a and ß are probability measures on X and F respectively. This note extends the above result to any compact Hausdorff semigroup.
Theorem.
Let p be a regular idempotent probability measure on a compact Hausdorff semigroup. Then p has a completely simple subsemigroup K as its support. Further p is a ß measure so that if K has the representation TxXX Y then on (B(7)X(B(I)X(B(7) u = xXaXß where x ** the normed Haar measure of the group T and a, ß are regular probability measures on X, Y respectively.
Corollary.
Given a regular measure v on the compact Hausdorff semigroup S, the sequence of averaged convolution measures 2. Proof of the theorem. We shall make use of a number of lemmas to prove the theorem. For convenience let (4) As'1 = {í'|í'í£ A}.
Lemma 1. Let p. be a regular probability measure on the compact Hausdorff semigroup S. Then for each s ES, the measure n(As~l), AE<$>(S), is regular on S.
Here (B (5) The open sets are a field. Further the class of sets ^4£(B(5) for which n(As_1) is Borel measurable is a monotone class. Hence this class is a Borel field and must coincide with 03(5) (see [4] ). By Theorem 14 of [3] we already know that an idempotent probability measure must have a completely simple semigroup as its support. From this point on let us take 5 a compact completely simple semigroup with representation TXXX Fand corresponding function Suppose ¡t is an idempotent measure on 5 with support 5. Let (6) 5«= {*| *(*) = *}, that is, Sx is the subset of points in 5 whose x coordinate x(s) in representation ( ) of the semigroup is the fixed point x in X. Then P(s, A)-ß(As-1) is an idempotent Markov transition measure (see [4] ) for AE®(SX), sESx, that is (7) P(s, A)= f P(s, ds')P(s', A). Similarly if sEAa -E (A is the complement of .4) then (15) P(s, Aa -E) = P(s, Ja) = 1.
Thus, if they are nonvacuous, Aa -E and Aa -E are invariant sets. Now consider setting/(s) =P(s, A) for any fixed A E<$>(SX). Clearly P(s, A) is almost invariant. The argument given above implies that there is an a such that The proof of the theorem is complete.
